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A TEACHER AND A FRIEND 
Let R be a left noetherian pi. ring and M a maximal (semimaximal) ideal in R 
satisfying fi, M’= {Oj. It is proven that J?=bi R/M’, the completion of R with 
respect to {M’}, is left noetherian, settling affirmatively a conjecture of Goldie 
[Cl. However, usually I? is neither left nor right flat over R and height 
(M) #height(M). 0 1990 Academic PKSS, 1nc. 
INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS 
Let R be a left and right noetherian ring and M be a maximal ideal in 
R satisfying niMi= (0). Let l?=b, R/M’ be the completion of R with 
respect o {M’}. It is a long-standing question, going back to Goldie [G, 
p. 1041, of whether l? is noetherian. This question is discussed as well by 
Mc-Connell [MC 1, 2, 31 and by SmalllStafford [S’]. A relevant reference 
is Jordan’s [J]. We have the following 
THEOREM. Let R be a left noetherian pi. ring and M a maximal (semi- 
maximal) ideal in R satisfying ni M’ = 0. Then 
(i) l? = b, R/M’ is left noetherian, 
(ii) occasionally, height (M) #height (A&, where 2~ &Ml?, 
(iii) # is not (necessarily) flat over R. 
In fact it is proved in Section 2 that right flatness of & is equivalent to 
the left Ore localizability of M (provided R is two-sided noetherian). One 
should remark that (ii) and (iii) do not occur for a noetherian com- 
mutative ring R and the flatness of l? over R, in the commutative case, is 
often used to show that 8 is noetherian. One recalls that the flatness of 8 
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over in the commutative case is a consequen 
ropery of M. This property (in fact a weaker A 
~o~~ommutative case, that M is Ore locahza le, so the general case cannot 
be handled in ways parallel to the commuta 
Special cases of the theorem are known to be true, Vamos proved 
it with the restrictions that R is two-sided 
obtained as well the flatness of I? over 
technique, again, followed a pattern of a co 
mphes (by Jategaonkar’s theory) that 
so flatness is granted as in the comm 
oved, as well, in [MC 1, 31, w 
(being finitely generat 
conclusion is that g is 
required, however). Again the techniqu 
co ative rings. 
t the following more genera theorem can be proved 
Tm3xu34. Let R be a left and right ~oet~eri~~ ring and a ~~~~i~~~~ 
ideal satisfying 
(3) for every prime ideal P, P c M, there exists an element a E M, 
which prqjects to a normal element in R/P. 
Then Mi is a left and right noetherian ring. 
Remark. The details of the proof will 
follows the same lines as those of the proof o 
difficulty is to avoid the use of Lemma 1 I, which is not available for 
general noetherian rings. 
As for ions we use standard one 
center of c R, the Jacobson radic 
1 size of matrix ring such 
for finitely generated. Thr 
he inverse limit of (RIM’). 
/Mi, or as the set of all Ca 
ogy with basis {Mi>. From ni 
oreover closurefi(M) G A satisfies 
reference for completions is [Ma]. 
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1. PROOF OF THE MArs RESULT 
Throughout this section, R will denote an associative ring (with 1) and 
M a maximal (semimaximal) ideal satisfying ni M’ = 0 and M is left f . g. 
Additional assumptions on R (noetherian, p.i., etc.) are indicated at the 
appropriate places. 
Our first Lemma is usually taken for granted in the literature, however, 
already in the commutative algebra case, it is always proved, using the 
Artin-Rees lemma. a tool which is not available to us. 
LEMMA 0. 
Proqf. By [Ro: Vol. I. Prop. 1.817, p. llS], since M’ is S.g as a left 
n 
ideal, we have (,M’) = &II’, which is clearly contained in (A)!. To prove 
the opposite inciusion, let c be the natural ring isomorphism L’: Ri’:Z/T’? 
Z?;(G). Clearly r( :y:‘M’) = G;$). Consequently [G’(g)] ’ = (0 j; 
equivalently (:I?) c (Gj. QED. 
LEMMA 1 (As in [ZS. Vol. 2 : p. 2561 f. Let I be an J’. g !eft ideal iri k 
Then 1~ bi L;:@‘I. 
Proof’. By nj:tiiI={Oj we have icl&J.!&‘Z. Let I=&;+ . . . + 
l?x,. Any element J: E FIJI, [.‘&?‘I is the limit of a Cauchy sequence { J’?, ) of 
elements of I. So yn, 1 - J:,, E1*5’“‘I, where s(n) -+ .X as IZ + 3~. Conse- 
quent!y )I~-, - J’,~ = c-F= r aH,,yi, an, E &fsinJ. Now yI E I so J’: = XT= I bi,xjz 
b,, E R. Define inductively b,, + 1j E b,, + a,,. That is J,~ = xi”=, b,;x,. Also 
(dr:, b,, b,;: ...J b, ) > is a Cauchy sequence (b,,+ 1. - 6,. = a,, E W(“‘j in l?. 
Let bj be the lim[t of this sequence in i?, 1 <J < /c: The following equality 
is taking place inside ~IJI~ J, &jI: 
Now the right-hand side tends to 0 as n tends to infinity. So E’ = CT= r bjsj. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2 (Chevalley). Let I be an f. g lefi ideal in I?. Then the 
topologies iplduced by (A?” n I), { &?“I)- are equkalent. 
Proof. (As in EN, (30.!), p. 103]) . Clearly ok :QkI= (0;. We need to 
show that for any given II; there exists a natural number s(n) so that 
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uppose to the contrary that L 
‘I for any s. so fm n 3 r, &” n 
is Artinian (an f. g left module over R/ e exists a natural number 
t(n), such that (I%?~(“) n I) + liPI= (km ‘I for any m 2 r(u). Given 
n 3 Y we may clearly assume that t(n) < r(n + I ) < . 
r(n) n I. So for a given 
‘e) n I, there exists x, + ~ ti’(n+i)nIso that 
ith x, E i@‘(‘) n I ar_d x, 4 GrI, we hve a. 
sequence of (xx> as above. 
the topology induced by (42 
x,5 x n + 1, . . . are in AzcH) A I. 
submodule in I and therefore closed. This i 
quently ~fz/i,~.ti’~~)nI= (0). 
5eta?3r.Thenx,,-x,=(x,-x,~,)+(x,~?-x,~,Bi .l. +(x,+,-x,)+2 
,-- ‘I+ “. +ArlclWr. ut &‘I is open and therefore closed, 
that x - x, E API. Consequently, since x = 0, x, E A2’B a contradict 
3. Let I be a finitely generated left ideal in 2 Then I= 
g&I/AlI=~,I/A’fd 
ProojI Let E, = ATIn $ I. Let y E b, Ei/ in Then for each i there exisbs 
y, E E, such that y - yi E ai. This implies yi + A i 5 E,. Conversely, let 
Yg ni ( ‘$-I) so y=m,+b,, rn,E 
(Y-F,, 
), bi E I. Now 6, E Ei 
)-(y-mi)=m,-mi+,sM’. So (bi) is 
]inn, Eijkfi and y - bi E ki for each E’. This i 
, that y = lim b,. Finally, clearly 
CssaoLeARu 5 (Hinohara [ i I), Eel I be an S 1 g leJi i&al in 
closures = I. 
PYQO~I clssure~(I) = ni (Ii Ai) = I, where t e last equality is due ‘:a 
Corollary 3 and Lemma 4. 
LEMMA 4. Let K be a left (right) ideal in 
is contained in closure,+(K). 
Pma-J: Let x E 2K. We may assume that .x = yk, where y E 
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y = limi ri, ri E R, y - ri E Qi, for all i. Consequently yk - rik E J@‘, for all i. 
But rik E K implies that 
yk=@ rikEb K/kin K=!& K+A?‘/A?‘= n (K+~@‘)=closure~(K), 
I i i 
where Lemma 4 is used in the equalities. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 7. Let Z be a two-sided ideal in R which is f. g as a left 
ideal. Then Z?Z = i?ZI?. 
Proof By the previous lemma, ZZ?z closureR(Z). But ZE Z?Z implies 
closureR(Z) ~closurek(Z?Z) =ffZ, where the last equality is due to 
Corollary 5. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 8. Let R be left noetherian. Then i&M = i%Wi? = &. 
COROLLARY 9. Let K be an f . g left ideal in R. Then closured(K) = l?K. 
ProoJ: By Lemma 6, i?K s closureR(K). But K c ffK implies 
closureR(K) G closurea(Z?K) = RK. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 10. Let Z be a two-sided ideal in R which is f. g as a left ideal. 
Then (3) E &)lRZ, where the isomorphism is the natural ring homo- 
morphism, and the completion (3) is Hausdorf$ 
ProoJ: Exactly as in [Mel, 4.11 taking into account that Z?Z is two 
sided by Corollary 7, closurea = Z?Z by Corollary 9, which implies as well 
that Z?/Z?Z is Hausdorff. Q.E.D. 
Remark. A similar result where Z is merely a left ideal can be obtained. 
LEMMA 11 ([K, Prop. 3.31 Krause, Michler-Small). Let R be a p.i. 
ring such that every prime ideal in R is f. g as a left ideal. Then R is left 
noetherian. 
Remark. A direct “p.i. proof” can be given as well, by a method similar 
to the one appearing in the next lemma. 
LEMMA 12. Let R be a p.i. ring and P be a maximal member in the 
family of all two-sided ideals in R which are not f. g as left ideals. Then P 
is prime. 
Prooj Say Z, J are two-sided ideals in R satisfying ZJc P and Z, J$ P. 
Then by the choice of P, I, J are f. g as left ideals and by Lemma 11, R/I, 
R/J are left noetherian. Clearly ZJ is f. g as a left ideal. We have 
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B/U z JJIJ and the latter is an j’ g left PIP de over the left ~oet~e~ia~ 
ring R/I. Consequently P/U if f . g as a left % moduIe; e~~iva~e~t~~ P is 
eal, a contradiction. 
THEOREM 13. Let R be a ring, M an ideuk in R ~~~~~~~~~~~ n, M’ = {O 1. 
/AI’ and let P be a prime ideal in ik Then 
(i) P n R is a prime ideal in [f either P = closures or is left 
(right) noetheriu~ and R/M is left (right) Artkian. 
(ii) .i. degree (R/P n R) = pi degree ( is a pi. ring 
and B = closurek(P). 
e shall prove (i). Say P = closu:e~(P~, that is P = I()~ (A’ -k P). 
aRb c Pn R. Let XE 8 be arbitrary. S 
ax,bEPnR, for all n. Now X-X~E 
t a(x - x,) b E fin, for all rz. T 
ence axb E n, (k” + P) = P, for every x i so, by the prirne- 
(or h) is in P n R, as required. 
is left noetherian, R/M is left Artinian and I J are two-sided 
e are now able ts prove one of our major results 
THEOREM 14. Let be a left ~oet~e~ia~ p.i. ring and a maximal 
~~e~~~~axi~a~) ideal in R. Suppose ni 
left noetherian ring (and is a geometric 
shall prove that every two-sided ideal in 
he theorem will follow 
above statement is false, 
P in the set of all two-si 
Lemma 12, P is prime, 
em-em 13(i), P n R = Q is a prime ideal in 
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R/Q c (a) g R/&Q, by Lemma 10. Consequently, it suffices to show that 
P/&Q is an f . g left ideal in R/&Q. Starting again with fresh notations, we 
have (O}=Q=PnR, M#{O}. S’ mce R is prime we have 0 # 6 E 
Center(R) A M. Then 6 E Center(R) (short proof: if lim yi z x E l?, 
6x = lim 6ri = lim uj6 = x6). Consequently P + 8R is a two-sided ideal in R, 
properly containing P and therefore, by the maximality of P, is f. g as a 
left ideal. Say 
P= f R(pj+ri6), piEP, riEl?, i = 1, .,., n. 
i=l 
Let p E P, then p E P + RS, so p = x1= i xi(pi + rib), xi ER, i = 1, . . . . ~1. That 
is p = (Cr, i xipi) i- (C x,r,)& Consequently (Cy= i xirJ6 E P. Now 
6$P(PnR= (0)) and 6 b em central in R imply, by the primeness of P, ’ g 
that C xiyi E P. Therefore we have established the equality 
P= i Api+P6= i l?p&P. 
i=l i= 1 
Iterations and using the fact that 6 E Center(R) will give P = Cr= 1 Apj + 
6’P for each t. Now 6 E Mc A implies PC n, {C:2=l l?pi+ A?‘} = 
C;= 1 &p,, where the last equality is due to Corollary 5, a contradiction. 
The last parenthetical remark follows from Theorem 13(ii). Indeed, l? 
being left noetherian implies by Corollary 5 that every left ideal in R is 
closed. Q.E.D. 
2. FLATNESS IMPLIES LOCALIZABILITY 
The main purpose of this section is the following. 
PROPOSITION 15. There exists a prime p.i. ring R, with a maximal ideal 
M having the folIowing properties: 
(1) R is a finite module over its noetherian center and k. dim R = 1 
(2) ni M’= {O} and M is not localizable 
(3) I? =&I, R/M’ is neither left nor right jlat over R. 
The following theorem should have been known; however, the only 
reference we could find is due to G. Findlay [F, Theorem 31, which 
handles a very special case. 
THEOREM 16. Let R be a ring, P a prime (semiprime, respectively) ideal 
in R, such that R/P is right Goldie. Let B 2 R be a local (semilocal, respec- 
MPLE. use . %30] to find such a sing w. FJ:iw 
take ir, the previ deduce that R is neither E&t as,: 
in fact the following is true and is not diffkrrlt $0 
previous theorem). 
In this section we re rociuce an example of [ 
properties : 
(1) is a prime metherian pi. ring which is a finite module over its 
noetherian local center. 
as (exactly) two maximal ideals P, (2, satisfying nr P’ = {O $,. 
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We know ([S’] or Theorem 14) that ff 3 hi R/P’ is noetherian. 
We shall see however that height (f) = 1 and height (P) = 2. 
Indeed by Nagata (e.g., [ZS, p. 3271) there exists a pair of commutative 
noetherian domains A c B such that 
(i) A is a local ring with maximal ideal M. 
(ii) B is a finite A module, such that B has exactly two maximal 
ideals, M, , M, , M, n M, = M, and B/M, = A/M = B/M,. 
(iii) Height (M,) = 1 and height (M2) = 2. 
(iv) A contains a field F, char F= 0 (in fact we only need char F# 2) 
and A/M z F. 
We define (following [S’] ) 
where a E M,\M, ; 1 - CI EM,. The properties in (1) and (2), are verified as 
in [S2]. Since char F= 0, T(R) = R[tr(x) / x E R], and therefore 2(7’(R)) = 
{2r+ajrEA,aEM1}=(r+a/rEA,aEM1}, where the last equality is 
valid since char F= 0. It is clear that M1 + F= B (use (ii), (iv)) and therefore 
Z( T(R)) = B. Thus 
T(R)=RZ(T(R))=RB={(d~,a’ bd) 1 dtB,a,btM,,ceM}. 
Also if dEB=F+Ml, then d=f+x, ~EF, XEM~, and so (dz,a, 2)= 
fG: 3 + Yy, !J, implying that T(R)= F+ (2,, 2). Let P, = (2,, E;). 
Then dim, T(R)/P, = 1 implies that P, is a maximal ideal in T(R). 
Clearly Pi n B = M1 and since T(R) is integral over B, we get that 
height(P,) = height(M,) = 1. Also P, n R = P. 
Let P2 = ((m2Ly1, f;f,‘, 1 m2 E M2 3. It is left to the reader to check that P, 
is an ideal in T(R). Moreover P, n R = { (mz+Mil’ z;) 1 m2 E M, n A = M) 
= P. Clearly P, n B = M,. Now using the expression obtained above for 
T(R) we conclude that T( R)/P, E B/M,, implying that P, is a maximal 
ideal in T(R). Again, using the expression T(R) = { ( d+Myl, :I) 1 de B}, we 
easily see that P, and P, are the only prime (maximal) ideals in T(R) 
contracting to P. We now prove the following 
CLAIM. R[P] is local and k.dim R[P] = 1. 
Proof of e-he ChCn. 
s-‘1 has the required 
l/det(s)] = T(R)[l/a]. 
B[l/a] is clearly local with maximal ideal 
0 prime (maximaT) 
1 [l/x] implying V n B = Ml and conseq is maximA. Also 
s # V since a = det(s) $ V. Therefore Vn 
obtain that W 
PD = U. That is D is local with uniqu 
height(F) = 1. 
ProqjI Let H= (S-1/SE%(P),5-‘El?). 
if V is a prime id 1 in H and Vn 
e polynomial identities. So 
V, be the minimal primes i being noetherian). Clearly 
= l?P (Corollary I). Now eorem 13, v, n N ( v; n R, 
~e~~e~ti~e~y) is a 
rime ideals in 
IS invertible in 
a/,. Pick nj=e,l- ‘.. +e,., shen 
= Cf= I kg,. So, since k . di 
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Let N(&)d= (0) (1 being noetherian), where N(k) = VI n . . n Vv,. Set 
m=(Cfzl ni+S(t-$))d. Then 
Consequently, by the Princpal Ideal Theorem in ff, height(p) < 1. If 
height(P) = 0 then p is nil and so is P, a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA. height(P) 5 1. 
Proof: heightfM,) = 2. Pick 05 M, s M,, M, a prime ideal in B. 
Then P, = ((M3+M;M1’ E;) / m3 E M3) is an ideal in T(R), P, s P, and 
T(R)/P, E B/M, ; that is, P, is a prime ideal. Since T(R) is integral over R, 
P, A Rs P = P, n R and P, n R is a prime ideal in R. Finally, by the 
integrality of T(R) over R, height(P) = height(P,) = 2. QED. 
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